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Collective Urban Building Strategies

A Culinary Introduction
« This […] is best taken as a general intervention that encourages
detailed case studies whose analytical empirics is immanent to the
time and space of network collaborations. This amounts to what
Mario Tronti calls ‹ concrete research › in order to create ‹ a
strategy of the future ›. One key instantiation of concrete research I
foresee for organized networks consists of transdisciplinary
autonomous education.
[…]
Alternative models […] can learn from the histories of
experimentation in organization as it relates to institutional form.
Organization and its relation to the question of institutional form,
it seems to me, are all too often neglected when thinking about
issues of sustainability and collaboration within network cultures
and social movements. »
Ned Rossiter. Organized Netzworks.1

Have you ever heard about recetas urbanas? It is just another Spanish collective working on the
co–production of Madrid’s public space. Through the work of their interventions administrative
creation of public space is questioned and collaborative modi operandi receive attention by the
broad public.
In a more participatory manner, like cooking with friends, these people engage their knowledge in
order to construct the urban space they desire. It is quite similar to this: When preparing a meal
people come together in the kitchen to create a culinary production. We will now be talking about
collective recipes:
Where and when did the people, later found around a table, participate in the transformation of the
recipe into a meal?

1

2006a. Organized Networks. Media Theory, Creative Labour, New Institutions.
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Cooking as an always recurring effort to realize one’s ideas is a process of learning and discovery.
In a broader context one might call this (self) education. To cook is to learn how to cook.
A cooking recipe involves two different lists: a list of ingredients and a list of directions. In keeping
with this metaphor, we would like to introduce our vision of how to collaboratively reshape urban
space.
People, collectives and institutions are used as ingredients while we understand the directions as
the stage where projects, steps and resources (i.e. abilities, money, material, contacts, …)
correlate in their movements. Like in the preparation of a dish, we are not talking about mixing
anything at any time.
Public Space Invaders (PSI) deal with a not–yet–traditional cuisine already on the menu of several
establishments worldwide. Our question is to define what describes its singularity; how the
collective recipe leads to a delicious meal.
Presenting projects as cooking recipes has already been done by Public Space Invaders such as
‘Recetas Urbanas’ in Spain. Nevertheless, it seems important to separate advantages of good
communication tools from difficulties actors face when working on alternative projects in the city.
Firstly, the “Recipe” metaphor implies an ease of gathering the ingredients. However, the
construction of theses heterogeneous collectives, gathering humans of various sociological
backgrounds 2 – specialists, representatives, users, to only name a few – together with red–bricks
and budget estimates in a network (of the project) is in no way similar to putting eggs and flour in a
shopping basket.
Secondly, there is no such thing as an household appliance for urban invasion. Tools to combine
people and space must expressly be designed for specific situations and circumstances.
However, our hypothesis remains simple: these processes share common characteristics, which
need to be clearly understood. With PSI, we attempt to analyze the algorithmic processes emerging
from people and their communities when placing their abilities into collective projects.

2

Meaning individuals being equipped with different habitus and also forms of capital, as BOURDIEUs
terminology proposes, that might be social, economical and cultural. For further deepening refer to 1979. and
1986.
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As the entire range of research findings on Public Space Invaders cannot be publicized yet, this
input focuses on a peculiar question: how does the political engagement – in terms of project
actor’s commitment to public institutions, users or private sponsorships – of self–organized civil
society collectives – structure the methods, the networking processes and sometimes even the
collectives themselves?
Let’s try to put things together. The PSI project itself is structured in three phases that resemble the
cooking metaphor. The very first documentation of this research in early 2011 looked like this:

Figure 1: Public Space Invaders research programme (May 2011).
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In this image (Fig. 1) we find three phases of the research programme. The exact proposition of
each phase might have been adjusted slightly, but the core meaning remains. Demography
describes the network itself. Chronography describes material–semiotic flows 3. Essay, now
understood as Theorization, Knowledge Mapping or Topography, is about taking a leap towards
what we call now the heterotopoleis concept.
During the Demography phase we collect the ingredients we need to conduct a collective process
shaping urban space: These would be people, collectives and institutions – which resemble
vegetables, flour and other food resources – that were part of a certain stage during the elaboration
of a successful, or even not, Public Space Invasion.
Having these in the basket, we can look further into the recipe and see where, when and how
instructions apply to produce the final product, usually an event during a defined space of time.
During this Chronography tempo–spatial conditions are recorded, the used resources described
and PSI methods questioned. This creates an overview image of ongoing processes during a
project.
For the Topography we are not referring to the usual meaning of the word as a description of a
terrain, but instead to a graphic representation of significant data, intersecting Demography and
Chronography. This helps us to create a ‘concept’ which we are currently calling by heterotopoleis,
the neologistic plurale tantum. One could think of this part as the warm, chatty atmosphere that one
finds around the table after a yummy meal has been served.
Now, we will present a review of our theoretical background, afterwards the ‘Speranza!’ project as
a case study of Public Space Invasion. This is followed by a description of the tool that we are
designing for the network analysis. In the end we might be able to estimate how far we are from
describing this very idea of heterotopoleis.

1 Public Space Invaders
The Athenian Agora. A place for assembly, marketing and celebration. For discussion, exchange
and joy. The prototype per se for what we call Public Space nowadays: accessible by everyone,
diverse in uses, enriched by movement and places to rest. This is the place where society meets
while unconsciously transcending its inner borders.

3

As BRUNO LATOUR would call it in his Actor–Network –Theory. 2005b.
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The very place of social interaction on a big scale. How else it could it be seen? Of course as the
dinner table where everyone can sit down, engage with others, eat & drink or even serve the others
her/his meals.
Not eaten by the Space Invaders, if anything served by them, hence we are not talking about the
video game nor the French Street Artist, our Space Invaders cuisine is prepared and delivered by
(unasked) contributors to the urban salad.
When looking at the chosen term ‘Public Space Invaders’ it becomes obvious we are dealing with a
multitude of contexts. So within the trinity of Public, Space, and Invasion are to be found what we
call the collective urban building strategies.

a Public Context

Since the beginning of enlightenment and industrialization in the 17th and 18th century, apparently a
transition took place. A professional, rational division of labour led to a spatial split between the
production of commodities and personal life. This transformation prepared what we understand
today as the private sphere, as it has been dissected from work and other obligations. Following a
dialectical pattern, in contrast to everything that is labelled ‘private’, an awareness for something
called the ‘public’ sphere appeared, usually just understood as everything that is not ‘private’. Over
the centuries city development and social structure adapted to these unquestioned forms of
economic and social organization as if they were a given.4
Nowadays we witness another dramatic change: But this time, after being specialized and divided
into working classes, artists, professionals and academics and so forth5, a counter movement
takes place. With the rise of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) all around our
Lebenswelt, borders between work engagements and private opportunities diffuse6.
This strict duality is being opened up towards the multitude of possible interactions within physical
and symbolic space. Inside this tension we find all kinds of discourses, i.e. regarding democracy,
participation, social responsibility, environmental health and intersectionality beside these
4

For further information on privacy and its genealogy, please refer to the graduate school “Privacy: Forms,
Functions, Transformations” of the German Research Society at the University of Passau. As a starting point,
a comprehensive list of literature can be found at: http://www.uni-passau.de/?id=4906
5
Again, refer to 1979.
6
2006b.
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discourses about publicly available, shared Commons, such as: air, water, land, food or (digital)
knowledge.
The Demography of the actors (People, Collectives, Institutions), committing to a Public Space
Invasion, can lay out their relative positions on this axis to understand how their coordinates
between private and public shift even more, compared to the situation before 2000.

b Spatial Context

There are numerous ways to understand space. Albeit it may seem intriguing to just perceive the
spatial environment ‘as is’ – i.e. as: space, three dimensions, materiality, reality – this research is
subscribed to New Cultural Geography’s postmodern conditions. Namely we are talking about
relational spaces and concrete places, those in which negotiations take place, that are results of
specific geographic imaginations and condensed as the results of consensus processes, in
particular when talking about public space.
Once we arrive at the Topography, it will become important to investigate how physical distances
relate to, sic, relational distances. This will involve research about co–presence of actors in
physical or virtual places of interaction compared to independent territories on the one side, and
about collaborative innovation and learning processes; organizational, institutional and cognitive
distances leading to cultural othering and therefore potential misunderstanding and conflict on the
other side7. Knowing about these processes might help then to improve collective projects’
governance methods.
« Thirdspace itself […] is rooted in just […] a recombinatorial and
radically open perspective. […] I try to open up our spatial imaginaries to
ways of thinking and acting politically that respond to all binarisms, to
any attempt to confine thought and political action to only two
alternatives […] the original binary choice is not dismissed entirely but is
subjected to a creative process of restructuring that draws selectively and
strategically from the two opposing categories to open new alternatives.
[…] Thirdspace […] can be described as a creative recombination and
extension, one that builds on a Firstspace perspective that is focused on the
‹ real › material world and a Secondspace perspective that interprets this
reality through ‹ imagined › representations of spatiality. »
Edward Soja. Thirdspace. Introduction/Itinerary/Overture.8

7
8

2010b.
1996. Thirdspace.
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Our spatial framework is the Thirdspace concept. Building upon french philosophy from LEFEBVRE
and FOUCAULT, SOJA enriches their theories of space, the ‘Production of Space’ and ‘Heterotopies’,
by the ideas of post colonial thinkers as BHABHA, who also has a Thirdspace concept, as well as
SAID and hooks. This results in a perspective on a space that is rather “made” than “perceived”.
Linking to what has been said before, work and personal spaces are not the only ones to shape
everyday living. There must be spaces of uncertainty and changing rules, of play and
disagreement, in which the human potential can unfold rather than follow a daily routine. These are
the places where the studied collectives interfere.
Heterotopies have been defined by FOUCAULT, above all, as located utopias 9. The main reason for
us to use this concept as a reference is, because it is carrying both a displacement of mainstream
society and a concrete action within it.
The idea of Thirdspace maintains a strong relationship with this usual social space. Not to
caricature but to act at the fringe, by analogy, an emergence of difference and identity appears in
spaces that have more layers of meaning or relationships to other places. Public Space Invaders
are constantly working in this direction, co–creating places of interest, but not dictated by the
greater common good.
Reducing the size of the social group involved allows PSIs to design, not only materially but also
ideally, spaces for renewing urban and social interactions, where non–conformist experiences
become possible. These particular spaces could be seen as experimental laboratories of social
interactions, education and dispersal. And in some way as a public space version of FabLabs 10.
A predicate of such spaces is the special relationship they share with time. FOUCAULT defines it as
heterochrony. It can be divided in our case into two different heterochronies. Firstly, these places
carry out a future in construction that links them directly to utopias. Secondly, as side–places for
alternative kinds of social interactions in the city, they create a desynchronization with “traditional”
timing of architecture and urban planning.
Finally, to follow FOUCAULT’s categorization of heterotopies, Public Space Invasion shall be
considered as deviant, just like schools, cemeteries, asylums or prisons, in contrast to crisis
heterotopies (sacred, forbidden or privileged places). However, in our case the deviance is a
deliberate choice by oneself to be set aside of the public mainstream, which implies space as
shelter for deviant people sharing a common purpose.
9

2009a. Les Hétérotopies.
2012f. Fab Lab International.

10
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c Invasion Context

But why is there a need for interventions in urban space? Berlin–based social scientist ANDREJ
HOLM, who usually engages in the discourses of Gentrification and more generally ‘Right to the
City’11, argues that the relative presence of protest movements shows the possibility of a
re–appropriation of city space by previously excluded groups of people12. Thus allowing a counter
narration against the so–called Neoliberalism.
Urban Interventions and/or temporary architecture projects usually take place in a human context.
Those projects, or better processes, encompass material and immaterial flows of resources,
people, ideas and knowledge that are mostly organized by a horizontal, distributed, decentralized
bottom–up structure of a changeable collective13.
Within this process lies its transforming capability: “The process is the product”14, as a dutch artist
group formulates. These processes conducted in urban public space lead to a redefinition of
places, neighbourhoods and the way how people perceive their ability to adapt their common
behaviour towards others.
As one can see it is hardly possible to separate the movements of (immaterial) ideas and (material)
resources during the development of a project. Once finished with the inventory during the
Demography and Chronography, it will become possible to describe one project as a whole, how its
material–semiotic 15 compartment interact with each other and how clusters of points in the network
act together as subsystems.
Those collaborative collectives we look at refer to paradigms such as hypertextuality 16, collective
intentionality 17 and organized networks, that we will relate later.

11

1968. Lefebvre.
2009c.
13
… rather than by a vertical, hierarchic, centralized top–down institution.
14
2008. Conditional Design Manifesto.
15
2005b. ANT.
16
Referring to a narration mode that relies on the Intertwingularity of matters.
17
Philosophical approaches can be found online at: 2012h. 2012i.
12
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2 Political engagement
Looking at our recipe makes us wonder where our ingredients come from. As one might feel
attracted to go on with this metaphor, it is possible to state that our epistemologies and ontologies
will be the soil to grow the final meal’s ingredients. In other words we must define the restrictive
assumptions to be logically correct in our scientific argumentation.

a Modernism & Counterculture | Utopian generation

Forerunner work of Archigram can be seen as one of the main influences in the PSI cuisine. Their
vision of a modern city on the move, where buildings could be imagined to fit users like their clothes
rather than just hosting their activities, extends until the urban re–appropriation movement today.18
However, Archigram produced a vision of a consumerist city, made possible through a faith in
technology. They were representatives of a new vision of architecture and urban planning – facing
the “modernism sterility” as well as the “architecture orthodoxy” at the urban scale. A few crises
later, Public Space Invaders have made a shift, placing political engagement as a starting point to
actually produce collective urban building strategies.
Forty years of urban development and citizen empowerment led Public Space Invaders to forsake
big scale projects and focus on local (or hyper–local) processes, in order to involve
users/inhabitants in the creation of public spaces they use. Nevertheless, this kind of decision
making often interferes with political decisions.This is where Public Space Invaders are influenced
by the counterculture19 to build their political engagement: cultural activism, i.e. as Antfarm
developed with their inflatable architecture, was used to outstrip or to deflect political decisions and
standards.20 21 22
Revisiting discrepancies between Public Space Invaders and their forefathers briefly shows how
21st century collectives fight on the urban “battlefield”. Issues of social and environmental
sustainability are two of the most important criticisms of Archigram’s proposals.

18

2005a. Archigram: Architecture without Architecture.
Neomarxism, ‘movement of the movements’, Occupy, to only name a few examples.
20
1971. Inflatocookbook.
21
2012e. Guerilla Gardening.
22
2011a. Public Space as a Battlefield.
19
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The gap inbetween moves into urbanists’ thinking during the 1960s / 1970s where the outbreak of
collaborative and networked thinking are detected.As a result of the exponential growth of
knowledge and technological possibilities, since then we are now able to focus more on the more
detailed aspects Utopians were missing previously.

b Digital natives | Net generation

« Wherever we look, there is a Will to Network. In most areas of the
(post‒)industrial world, networks are becoming a ubiquitous feature ‒ of
life, work and play. If they can ‒ and are allowed to ‒ teenagers spend
hours texting, blogging, dating, chatting, twittering and social networking.
In fact, the network addiction transcends age and cultural barriers »
Institute of Network Cultures, Winter Camp 09.23

« The complex changes that are taking place […] have an age related
component that is most obvious with the newest waves of technology.
Prominent amongst these are the uses made of social networking sites […],
uploading and manipulation of multimedia […] and the use of handheld
devices to access mobile Internet. »
Chris Jones and Binhui Shao.24

The two opening citations above create an awareness of the demographic gap produced by
technology’s current developments. In this peer to peer world where constant cross referencing
takes place, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) plays the role of a permanent and
persistent negotiator between electronically connected people.
This section includes more citations, as a contemporary, or post–future form25 of thinking cannot be
expected from the reader. And because we are talking about the network generation, we have to
appreciate those engineers whose protocols became the metaphors for a whole new way of
thinking.
Current computer calculation power transcends the highest assumptions decades ago, while a
regular mobile phone is capable of more calculations per second than a once house–sized
mainframe computer. Now being able to access almost anything at almost any time, in 1995

23

2009b : 6. From Weak Ties to Organized Networks.
2011b. The Net Generation and Digital Natives.
25
“The Future is already here – it’s just not very evenly distributed.” WILLIAM GIBSON
24
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Microsoft called it “Information at your fingertips”. STEVEN HARNAD26 describes it like this:
« Email and the Web have spawned a new form of collaborative cognition
that draws upon individual brains’ real–time interactive potential in ways
that were not possible in oral, written or print interactions. »

When thinking of this at a bigger scale, the research of Amsterdam’s Institute for Network Cultures
helps us to understand the sociological and institutional changes we are facing:
« The more people start working together online, the more urgent the
question of sustainable network models is going to become. Do we not just
click here and there to gather ‹ friends › or do we get organized and utilize
all these tools to provoke real change? How do networks deal with
difference, decision making and economic issues? »
Geert Lovink.27

What is it then, that describes this “hack–the–world–DIY–prosumerism”? Starting at the beginning,
after more than one and a half centuries of Marxist critique on labour, economy and production,
extended by the need for a sustainable future, publicly aware since the initial release of the UN
Brundtland Report28, now even more enhanced by a technological and software–driven impetus
that relies on the Open Source Paradigm, the usual ways of society’s self–organization are
questioned in the most disturbing but promising, most destabilizing but refreshing ways.
The tools are the key question. Herein lie the chances to structure future’s institutions and our
personal lives. We are not looking at a dictatorship of technology, but about the conscious use of
electronic tools that help to minimize conflict and misunderstanding in ever–changing social groups.
« The challenges of contemporary governance can be addressed through
the creation of new institutional forms that are responsive to the logic of
social–technical networks and non–representational democratic
processes. Communication within networks is about relational processes
[and] not representational procedures. »
2006a : 13

It is not about the enforcement of consensus, but about allowing a wide variety of different opinions
and friendly ways of incommensurable, contradictory actions. This will, of course, result in new

26

2005c.
2009b : 5. Foreword.
28
1987. Our Common Future.
27
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ways of organizing human affairs. When NED ROSSITER talks about institutional forms and
responsiveness to network logic and non–representational processes, he seeks to find an answer
to governance questions in horizontally organized collectives.
Where there is no defined vertical division of labour, and the execution of tasks is more directed by
individual abilities than by prescribed structures, the new institution has to adapt to its inner
changes. These could happen in physical as well as relational space, where diverging cultural
backgrounds and current material circumstances encountered during a network process could lead
to conflict.
Knowledge transfer about reliable self–organization in networks can not only be made possible by
conflict solving methods but also by networking the networks 29. Thus this meta–network would be
able to become aware of similar “dangerous” developments in its substructures and intervene if
necessary. On the other side a ‘network of networks’ allows exchange and mutual help between
the networks themselves.
« The network models of sociality made possible by information and
communication technologies have resulted in new forms of
social–technical systems, or what I am calling emergent institutional
forms of organized networks. While these networks can be called
institutional forms in so far as they have a capacity to organize social
relations, they are radically dissimilar to the moribund technics of modern
institutional forms – or ‹ networked organizations › – such as
governments, unions and firms whose logic of organization is predicated
on vertical integration and representative tenets of liberal democracy.
Such dynamics are profoundly unsuited to the collaborative and
distributive culture of networks peculiar to digital communications media
and their attendant socialities. »
2006a : 14

Where ‘networked organizations’ rely on vertical structures, the form of ‘organized networks’ is a
non–hierarchical, horizontal pattern where decision making and activity processes are to be
distributed through the network / collective. Not denying the possibility of locally emerging,
hierarchical tree structures, a network pattern is similar to the intertextual connections within the
Hypertext.

29

Michael A. LaFond, id22: Institute for Creative Sustainability, during the ‘experimentcity europe’ conference
in Berlin, 10/2010. http://experimentcity.net/excity-europe/berlin-event/
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This Hypertextuality is widely known from browsing the World Wide Web30. Its structure has been
described by TED NELSON as a state of Intertwingularity. Which is to some extend another word for
interconnectedness, where anything influences anything else. After this excursion to the
cyberspace, let’s get back to the collective urban building projects.

3 Speranza!

Figure 2: The garden.

In order to explain how we intend to work on these issues, let’s have a closer look at the project
‘Speranza!’ carried out between 2010 and 2011 in Paris. Focused on a “constructive occupation”
by the intervention of space designers and builders alongside the users of illegally occupied
buildings in Paris, ‘Speranza!’ can be understood as an uncommon kitchen or a laboratory for
urban experimentation.

30

Have you ever been wondering yourself what the prefix HTTP means in a web adress (URI, formerly URL)?
HyperText Transfer Protocol. Uniform Ressource Identifier. Uniform Ressource Locator.
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a Demography : Ingredients

Without going into too much detail, the socio–economic background of this project is early 21st
century Paris. The Speranza! project can be seen as a meeting point between political lobbyists
and politically committed professionals of design. They are both acting their way for rebalancing
the socio–economic situation in favor of people who need it.
The first ingredient of this project is a place. ‘La Marquise’ – as renamed by invaders who we will
present later – is located in the very center of Paris. With an historical facade on the ‘Place des
Vosges’, one of the most beautiful and known places of the city, its about 3000 m² of living space
have been disused for 25 years, this partly listed building was a primary target for the informal
collective ‘Jeudi Noir’ (Black Thursday).
The collective’s mission was to denounce the global housing crisis in France through the example
of financial living conditions of precarious students and the housing difficulties they face in the elitist
french capital. Active lobbyist with high media coverage since 2007, ‘Jeudi Noir’ brought students
of different disciplines facing housing problems together, with little resemblance to the traditional
squatters cliché. During the occupation of ‘La Marquise’ around 30 students were living in the
building. Three of them, founders of the collective ‘Quatorze’, involved their non–profit organization
on space in rethinking the use and reconstruction of the building. Both, trying to understand needs
from inside and bringing solutions from outside to the student community.
These ‘outsider’ collectives came to support the Speranza! project in various moments of the
occupation of the building. Structured around ‘l’Atelier Immédiat’, different collectives specialized in
housing crisis came to explain their reading of the situation. Amongst them ‘Coloco’’s architects
and landscape designers offered their help in creating a central garden (Fig. 2). ‘Exyzt’ came to
work on reuse and recovery of materials in order to make the building publicly available. ‘Directeur
Général’, a sticker company created by ‘Exyzt’ members, supported the project with large scale
display design, while the collective ‘Cochenko’ was in charge of video graphic design.
Finally a big non–profit, ‘Fondation Abbé Pierre’, voice of influence for decades to the institution,
chose to present main data from its annual report on poor housing in the building.
Beyond these collectives and all the people they brought with them, becoming an agora to discuss
and publicize housing crisis, ‘La Marquise’ hosted hundreds of people by providing facilities for
meetings, rehearsals, workshops, etc. The continuous supply of knowledge, abilities and diverse
16 - 25
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information worked like magnetic attraction for this place. Amongst the visitors were found
designers and builders, cookers and service staff, but also translators and teachers. Some of them
joined this project because they visited the place for another project and others were just entering
through an open door.
But the ingredients of this recipe are not only to participate in or to visit the project. These people
are part of process itself, but on another scale. The PSI project focuses more on the relationship
between collectives and institutions, but reminds itself that complex projects deal with numerous
actors as well.
As an example, the presence of well–educated but still–illegalized students inside an abandoned
building in an upscale neighbourhood let two different kinds of neighbours come up to the surface:
friendly and frightened ones. Into the first category fall a few tens of people who came to support
the political fight of ‘Jeudi Noir’ alongside of neighbours curious enough to finally visit this historical
building, being closed decades before. In the second category fit people defending (their) Property
Rights and fearing an unmanageable increase of new nuisances.
Confronting Law and especially Property Rights brought several legal practitioners to the inside and
outside of the building. During the period when ‘Jeudi Noir’ and the owner’s lawyers were involved
in a lengthy court proceeding, the law–enforcement officers remained mainly outside of the building.
They entered finally a few weeks after the judgement. As an example for arbitrary administration,
they didn’t accept the collectives to move the self financed garden outside.
Obviously, as a public denunciation of housing crisis as well as civil disobedience in order to show
extreme solutions to live in the city, followed by TVs, radios and newspapers, ‘Speranza!’ was
continuously facing media issues and attracting politics. After presentation of the Demography of a
successful PSI, we should also not forget about the non–human ingredients.
The two most important of these were money and materials. Often thought together, it is easy to
imagine that the supply of materials documented the lack of money. As all these ingredients can
obviously partly be bought, for management reasons it is better to remember that some of them can
be found from common suppliers.
Accordingly, storage and cooking should be taken into account of careful consideration. Indeed, not
properly used, these ingredients could interfere and loose their qualities. The following second part
of the presentation of the ‘Speranza!’ project will focus on operation and timing.
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b Chronography : Recipe

The move of a few founders of ‘Quatorze’ into an occupied building of ‘Jeudi Noir’ in Paris was the
starting point of the ‘Speranza!’ project. The meeting of political activists, situated between
architects and designers, whose main tools were building and working on the fringe of professional
operations, sparkled the start of the process.
When ‘Jeudi Noir’ was deported from another building and moved to ‘La Marquise’, ‘Quatorze’
organized, in support of the informal group of ‘l’Atelier Immédiat’, several meetings with invaders to
define their priorities in reconstruction. The main problem to solve was the coexistence of public
and private spaces in a building where people effectively live and also organize activist campaigns.
It has been decided to focus on the public spaces of ‘La Marquise’ and their relationship with
privates spaces. One special aspect of the building are its various big rooms, too large to be
properly heated, to be let to non–profits in need of meeting rooms. Another aspect is a central
garden at the heart of the building that was analysed to find out how to receive public manifestation.
This process resulted in a first draft of the ‘Speranza!’ project. To complete this task successfully,
the collectives ‘Exyzt’ and ‘Colloco’ – both part of ‘l’Atelier Immédiat’ – joined the team
for production and construction to prepare the earliest steps during a workshop. This first stage of
the process has been realized by using recycled material due to the very little amounts of money
available. The end of this workshop was an opportunity to meet an official from the non–profit
‘Fondation Abbé Pierre’ to discuss the possibility of using the building as a blank page to showcase
main data of their annual report on housing crisis.
Then the ‘Speranza!’ project went back to meetings and decision processes to find the best way to
join the energies between local invaders from their collectives together with a big and nationally
recognized non–profit organization. A grant associated to this collaboration allowed the project to
print and display the report data, to properly rebuild the garden and to rise media coverage to get
‘Jeudi Noir’’s fight back in the spotlight once again.
While ‘Cochenko’ provided its abilities in graphic design for the video display, ‘Directeur Général’ –
a small company created by a member of ‘Exyzt’ – delivered large scale stickers and flags to show
the data on the building’s main facade facing ‘Place des Vosges’.
Finally, all these collectives enacted their networks in the same time to publicize the second stage
of the process through all media channels available. In this case, making things public was a work
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to reach different audiences, from local activists and neighbours to the city council and even all
other citizens through national and regional media.
This brief overview of a nine months process, that involved hundreds of people from various
backgrounds, gives an idea of the complexity such an analysis has to deal with. Especially when
the task is not only to dig into one but several similar projects that link collectives together and draw
a map of social changes in cities. Developing a tool able to collect, classify and display such a
network is a major concern of this research and comes with the following technical issues.
With the data taken from the Demography (people, collectives, institutions) and from the
Chronography (projects, steps, resources), we do now have the ingredients to prepare a suitable
graphic representation of this data. Thus we can paint an image of a collective process as if we
were about to publish its recipe. Like an evaluation afterwards.

4 The representational tool
Why is such a tool important? From the perspective we gained now, to mediate processes of
‘organized networks’ rather than projects of ‘networked organizations’ into the PSI praxis. For the
representational tool it means to talk about data, its visualization and about (online) collaboration in
general. With this treatment of Public Space Invasions, we seek to finally have the suitable
preparations done to imagine the heterotopoleis when implementing the Topography.
This part of the text might sound a little foreign in case of discipline accuracy and unfitting in context
of collective urban building strategies. Please take this as chance for a reflection on the meaning of
(visual) (communication) tools in a socio–technological world.

a data

After having accumulated this kind of data, a problem emerged: How to process the data and give it
a computational representation? It is needed to provide comparability, structure and participative
aspects to this mostly qualitative, collaborative research.
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Ideally, the underlying data is licensed under the ODbL 1.031. This license allows the redistribution
of the database while maintaining certain rights to the original creator. Analogue to the Creative
Commons License32, which appeared in the early 2000s as an answer to the need for ‘freely’
sharable, available media, the ODbL came up lately when more and more data sets became aware
to the public without a clear message on how to use them.
Originally inspired by Open Source Software Licences 33, as BSD, GPL, Apache License or MIT
License, to only name a few well–known ones, these licences adopt the idea of sharing and
redistributing code, or now many kinds of digital products, while maintaining specific rights to the
original creator. These are mostly known as ‘Attribution’, ‘Share–alike’, ‘Non–commercial’ or
‘No–derivates’ which might be combined differently in any given licence.
Thus, ODbL helps and encourages researchers to open up to the worldwide audience and allow
derivatives from their own work. It can be understood as a part of the ‘Open Access’ activities
around academia.

b visualization

Mapping the interconnections between Demography and Chronography items lead to the
development of an open source web application. The underlying data is represented by nodes
(items) and edges (connections), following the terms of Graph Theory to represent the research
data in a machine readable form. Selecting a node highlights itself and the ones connected to it.
Which might reside in any kind of category.
When being confronted with diverse data types, such as ‘People’, ‘Collectives’ and ‘Institutions’ for
the Demography and ‘Projects’, ‘Steps’ and ‘Resources’ for the Chronography, we have chosen to
create a two–dimensional image that shows the topology of links between the items in their
respective categories.
Not only showing direct connections to one item, this interactive interface allows to overlay different
topologies indicated by colour. With this methodology, someone researching the field of ‘Public
Space Invaders’ is able to browse the data in an intersecting manner and may be able to reveal
unforeseen implications that might not have been significant without the tool.

31

2012c. Open Database License. Developed by the http://openstreetmap.org community.
2012d. About Creative Commons.
33
2012b. Open Source Licences.
32
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When choosing a layout for the graph, we withstood to use the node–link–diagram (and similar
methods used by publicly available graph visualization software) and elaborated a slightly different
approach. Based on the data gathered before, in our alpha version a simple grid interface aligns the
different data types vertically and displays each item horizontally next to each other in a box. If the
screen width is exceeded, this listing is continued in the next line.

Figure 3: alpha.publicspaceinvaders.org – after a click on ‘Speranza!’

For example, selecting Speranza! from the projects row highlights itself (Fig. 3), 18 entries in the
people category and also seven related collectives in the same colour. This becomes interesting
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when focusing on certain items (people, projects, collectives, etc.) that are connected to more than
one of the others (people, projects, collectives, etc.), which can then be shown in a different colour
by using the filtering mechanism introduced above.
Technically there’s no reasonable limit in categories, items or connections. Therefore, this tool
could be used to display and analyze very different kinds of simple data sets that can be
represented in a nodes–edges data structure, if they don’t exceed a certain complexity, as the
layout uses quite big representations for each node. So Big Data is not the problem to be solved by
this application.

c online collaboration

When thinking of the PSI research as a collaborative process, inside a field that is shaped
recursively by itself, we have to acknowledge the freely available tools that easily allow us to work
collaboratively, since our team resides both in Paris and Berlin. Therefore “recursively” means that
we are also using a collaborative methodology to conduct our work on collaborative processes.
Text Writing, Calendar Synchronization, Contact Databases and Project Management are
supported by non–commercial web services 34. These use real time synchronization protocols 35 to
deliver changes immediately to connected users. Different versions of a data set, i.e. a text or
planning decisions, don’t need to be sent and resent via e–mail, but are accessible in a commonly
known place. Using this technology, this article itself has been constructed collaboratively during
one week with a method similar to ‘book sprints’36, one that could be called ‘article sprint’.
The principles of online collaboration have been elaborated in the Open Source Community over
the last decades. Not until then they’ve migrated into the usual office disciplines. The development
of the PSI tool’s code itself is supported by advanced versioning mechanisms as git. With its help it
is easy to follow changes in the code and resolve conflicting designs.
Not initially presumed, but there’s also a chance that the interface serves a crowd sourced data
accumulation in an on–invite basis. People taking part in the research, who donate their data,
permit to publish their names and connections to institutions.

34

as Google Docs and Trello.
2012a.
36
Book sprints are described in the freely available Book ‘Collaborative Futures’. 2010a. PDF, HTML and print.
35
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This issue of data privacy can be addressed by delivering a law confirming privacy policy. Also
understanding these people as already being part of a ‘public sphere’, whereas a ‘post privacy’
approach could help to outline their collective intentionality, should not inflict too much with their
personal rights: Yes, personal data is collected and displayed, but it usually doesn’t touch sensitive
personal data and only happens in consent.

5 An enthusiastic conclusion
This text is a map. A map of semantic (hyper–)links between issues of this decade’s urban
questions in western European metropolises. Only scratching on the surface of something yet to
be unfold.
Within the last one and a half years, this privately funded research has undergone many adaptions
to the subject in question. In the first run looking at Berlin, Madrid and Paris, one can also imagine
to extend the geographic scale and distribute the idea of Public Space Invasion and its
conclusions worldwide.
Touching discourses of diversity, sustainability and self–organization of organized networks
leading to new institutions, our approach seems to be able to focus these aspects in very specific
places and contexts. Like in a laboratory, we can experiment with a defined set of variables to
highlight uncommon practical methodologies and possibilities for social change.
By the development of the online interface we specifically try to foster the Open Access ideal. May
it be that new tools help in finding new – questions. Our’s is this still vague idea of heterotopoleis –
a network of urbanized areas entangled in granular co–development. Further on focusing on power
and money relations inside the post–colonial civil society, we might arrive at a point where we can
start to talk about a sustainable non–profit economy.
But to describe this rhizomatic society to come is not our current task.
In attribution of: Quatorze. Laboratoire Anthropologie–Architecture (Part of ‘Ecole Nationale
Supérieure d’Architecture de Paris’/La Villette), Humboldt–Ritter–Penck–Trust of the Geographic Society of
Berlin, Free University of Berlin, Professional Web Developer Misha Reyzlin. Thanks to the work of: raumlaborberlin,
Institut für Raumexperimente, Raumstrategien, Desis Network, M.A.U.S.S., urban tactics, Urban Catalyst, Radical Cartography,
Institute of Network Cultures, id22: Institute for Creative Sustainability, INRIA, AoA, No Mad’s Land, Parada, LAb|au|, CTRLZ,
TRANS305, Büro für Raumfragen, Public Art Lab, Umschichten, Spatial Agency, raumtaktik, ARV, The Funambulist, FAR,
Bellastock, Point d’eau, Le grand Cergy and many more …
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Figures
Figure 1: Public Space Invaders research programme (May 2011).
Figure 2: The garden.
Figure 3: alpha.publicspaceinvaders.org – after a click on ‘Speranza!’
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